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Elastic and Adaptive Resource Orchestration Architecture on
3-Tier Network Virtualization Model∗∗

Masayoshi SHIMAMURA†,††∗a), Member, Hiroaki YAMANAKA†††b), Nonmember,
Akira NAGATA††††c), Member, Katsuyoshi IIDA†d), Senior Member, Eiji KAWAI†††e),

and Masato TSURU††††f), Members

SUMMARY Network virtualization environments (NVEs) are emerg-
ing to meet the increasing diversity of demands by Internet users where
a virtual network (VN) can be constructed to accommodate each specific
application service. In the future Internet, diverse service providers (SPs)
will provide application services on their own VNs running across diverse
infrastructure providers (InPs) that provide physical resources in an NVE.
To realize both efficient resource utilization and good QoS of each indi-
vidual service in such environments, SPs should perform adaptive control
on network and computational resources in dynamic and competitive re-
source sharing, instead of explicit and sufficient reservation of physical
resources for their VNs. On the other hand, two novel concepts, software-
defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV), have
emerged to facilitate the efficient use of network and computational re-
sources, flexible provisioning, network programmability, unified manage-
ment, etc., which enable us to implement adaptive resource control. In this
paper, therefore, we propose an architectural design of network orchestra-
tion for enabling SPs to maintain QoS of their applications aggressively
by means of resource control on their VNs efficiently, by introducing vir-
tual network provider (VNP) between InPs and SPs as 3-tier model, and
by integrating SDN and NFV functionalities into NVE framework. We
define new north-bound interfaces (NBIs) for resource requests, resource
upgrades, resource programming, and alert notifications while using the
standard OpenFlow interfaces for resource control on users’ traffic flows.
The feasibility of the proposed architecture is demonstrated through net-
work experiments using a prototype implementation and a sample applica-
tion service on nation-wide testbed networks, the JGN-X and RISE.
key words: network virtualization environment, software-defined network-
ing, network function virtualization, resource orchestration, OpenFlow
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1. Introduction

With the growth of the Internet, numerous Internet users
are choosing a wide variety of application services in ac-
cordance with their individual demands. These application
services need to provide outstanding value in order to re-
main competitive. Consequently, to improve user satisfac-
tion, application services are demanding better network per-
formance.

In this context, new paradigms such as network virtual-
ization environments (NVEs) [2]–[5], software-defined net-
working (SDN) [6]–[8], and network function virtualization
(NFV) [9] have been receiving attention from researchers,
operators, and application services. Basic NVE concepts
have been proposed [2] in which infrastructure providers
(InPs) possess substrate (physical) network resources con-
sisting of relay nodes (switches, routers, etc.) and end nodes
(computational and storage nodes) and service providers
(SPs) construct logical networks called virtual networks
(VNs) by renting resources from the InPs, allowing them
to customize their networks to suit a given application ser-
vice. SDN divides a control plane from a forwarding plane
called a data plane [6], thus enabling the control plane to
control network devices centrally and agilely. NFV pro-
vides network devices with various functions via software
processing by using commodity servers rather than special-
ized devices [9] so that SPs can define value-added network
functions within the servers according to their application
services. Note that, in this paper, we consider NFV as an
environment that enables SPs to install arbitrary programs
in virtual resources (e.g., virtual machines) for advanced
relay processing (also called in-network processing). Ex-
amples of advanced relay processing include online packet
compression [10], data caching such as information centric
networks [11], [12] and content centric networks [13], and
deep packet inspection.

In the future Internet, diverse SPs will provide appli-
cation services on their own VNs running across diverse
InPs in an NVE. The majority of existing works on NVEs in
terms of virtual network embedding assume explicit reser-
vation and isolation of physical resources allocated to each
VN [14]. However, to achieve both efficient resource uti-
lization and good QoS of each individual service in such
environments, instead of explicit and sufficient reservation
of physical resources for their VNs, it is essential to allow
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Fig. 1 Logical networks for service providers by NVE, SDN, and NFV.

SPs (especially for elastic services) to efficiently share the
resources with other VNs dynamically and competitively.
Therefore, we consider an integration of NVE, SDN, and
NFV for enabling SPs to perform adaptive resource control
on their VNs as a key to resource-efficient QoS management
in accommodating diverse application services over diverse
multiple InPs.

Figure 1 illustrates a simple example of adaptive re-
source control. SPs aim to achieve both efficient resource
utilization and good QoS by exploiting features of NVE,
SDN, and NFV. In the figure, two InPs provide their re-
sources to the SP located at the upper left based on NVE
framework. The SP constructs its own VN logically inde-
pendent of other VNs, meaning that it can use an arbitrary
address space without potential conflicts with others. The
SP can select appropriate computational resource F’ to im-
prove QoS for customers X and Y, e.g., minimizing the de-
lay time for both customers. Moreover, the SP obtains mul-
tiple logical links between each customer and F’, respec-
tively, for detour link in preparation to congestion on sub-
strate networks (SNs) of InPs. Then, by using SDN (Open-
Flow in particular) technology, the SP dynamically chooses
appropriate logical links between X and F’ and between Y
and F’, respectively. This kind of link selection can be also
seen in recent video application services in which the best
links are chosen depending on the pre-buffered playtime of
video playback [15]. Furthermore, by leveraging NFV, the
SP performs advanced relay processing if needed at appro-
priate places with additional resources from InPs. The SP
obtains special switches A’, C’ and E’ consists of SDN-
capable switches and computational resources by resource

virtualization from InPs. After that, the SP installs origi-
nal special functions (e.g., the adaptive packet compression
scheme [10]) into the special switches. In those scenarios
for SP to control its logical network aggressively, appropri-
ate interfaces called north-bound interfaces (NBIs) should
be provided to SP.

In standardization organizations such as the Open Net-
working Foundation and the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI), and in communities such as
OpenDaylight [16], numerous NBIs have been considered to
enable SPs to control the network resources of InPs. How-
ever, little work seems to be completed on interfaces and
architectures in NVE to allow SPs to perform adaptive re-
source control. For example, neither NBIs to obtain multi-
ple logical links (including detour links) between the source
and destination nodes nor NBIs to newly define advanced
network functions, which are essential to SP’s resource con-
trol.

Developing such NBIs would result in the deployment
of a new network environment that enables SPs to perform
adaptive resource control. One of the biggest challenges
here is considering the resource information to be provided
to SPs from InPs from the perspective of a real environ-
ment. Related works are roughly classified into two types.
In the first type, SPs require a network performance guaran-
tee from the InPs. These works relate to virtual network em-
bedding [14] and are theoretical study. In the second type,
InPs disclose all resource information to SPs. These works
are considered testbed networks [17]. In a real environment,
InPs cannot disclose all information due to security con-
cerns, also known as the topology hiding problem. InPs will
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inevitably need to hide (i.e., abstract) the resource informa-
tion, so we need to consider how InPs provide the resource
information to SPs and what this information is.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose an
architectural design of network orchestration for enabling
SPs to perform adaptive resource control on their own VNs
efficiently and to maintain QoS of their own applications ag-
gressively where VNs dynamically and competitively share
the network and computational resources provided by di-
verse multiple InPs. This paper also demonstrates its feasi-
bility through network experiments using a prototype imple-
mentation and a sample application service on nation-wide
testbed networks, the JGN-X and RISE.

In this work, we reconsider NBIs to obtain network
resources for SPs and propose a network orchestration ar-
chitecture that enables SPs to perform advanced relay pro-
cessing by using the computational and storage functions
on server resources rather than the forwarding functions on
network resources. Since the demands of each SP are dif-
ferent, we consider approaches that extract the appropriate
resources for specific SPs. As a means of meeting SP de-
mands, we introduce a mediator called a virtual network
provider (VNP). The VNP has a key role in resource man-
agement and orchestration as well as ETSI NFV manage-
ment and orchestration (MANO) [18] while it has different
types of NBIs as key features for achieving both resource ef-
ficiency and good QoS for SPs in dynamic and competitive
resource sharing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a scenario description and discusses related works.
Section 3 details the design of the proposed architecture. In
Sect. 4, we discuss our prototype implementation, a use case
scenario, and a demonstration. Section 5 concludes with a
brief summary of key points.

2. Scenario Description and Related Work

In this section, we present our scenario description and
briefly touch on related works.

2.1 Scenario Description

In the proposed network orchestration architecture, we as-
sume that there is a single mediator VNP, with which each
InP and each SP has a direct relationship. Therefore, InPs
and SPs are loosely collaborated through the VNP.

We assume each InP is ready for SDN technologies
(e.g., OpenFlow) and an network monitoring framework
(e.g., perfSONAR [19]). First, InPs prepare virtualized re-
sources from their own substrate resources using virtualiza-
tion technologies, e.g., FlowVisor [20] and FlowN [21] for
network resources and kernel-based virtual machines [22]
and Linux containers [23] for server resources. Also, InPs
prepare isolated control planes for multiple controllers such
as FlowVisor. InPs then provide the VNP with NBIs as
a right of access to network resources and resource infor-
mation. The topology hiding problem [24] is addressed by

having the InPs provide the VNP with a subset of all the
network resources rather than the entire set. In this paper,
we assume that the VNP can receive information from the
path between source and destination switches rather than
from hop-by-hop links. Furthermore, the InP provides best-
effort performance rather than guaranteed performance that
strictly satisfies performance demand.

The VNP collects resource information from each InP
and manages the information as a single network called a
middle virtual network (MVN). Then, as with the InPs, the
VNP provides SPs with an NBI as a right of access to net-
work resources and resource information. The VNP also has
two important roles that differ somewhat from those of the
InPs. First, the VNP defines original resources for SPs, e.g.,
special switches with advanced relay processing capability
consisting of switch and server resources. Second, the VNP
provides the SPs with a resource monitoring NBI that en-
ables them to control resources in accordance with changing
resource and application information.

SPs independently control the logical resources pro-
vided by the VNP in accordance with resource and appli-
cation information. Therefore, they require resources that
can satisfy the demands they make of the VNP. Then, to
control an obtained resource, SPs set a trigger to detect per-
formance degradation via the resource monitoring NBI. Fi-
nally, SPs determine the appropriate resources for their own
traffic flows in accordance with the current needs of the ap-
plication services and resources.

2.2 Related Work

Here, we discuss research related to our work. First, we
describe virtualization technologies, also known as multi-
tenancy technologies. Next, we describe topology abstrac-
tion in the network virtualization environment. Then, we
describe resource orchestration and management. Finally,
we focus on an interesting study for improving network per-
formance using application information and SDN technolo-
gies.

In NVE, isolation technologies are required. In this
paper, we do not focus on the details and simply employ
existing technologies. Reference [21] has proposed a multi-
tenancy technology called FlowN that can be used by each
SP to control its own resources without the interference of
resource information, e.g., IP addresses. Another important
technology is topology abstraction. VeRTIGO proposed in
Ref. [25] provide a single (big) switch abstraction and edge
switches abstraction. Abstracted resource information has
an advantage of topology hiding because a subset of all the
network resources can be hidden. On the other hand, it leads
to a disadvantage, coarse-grained resource control, because
a network topology must be simple.

Reference [18] also known as ETSI MANO defines
management and orchestration framework for provisioning
and configuration of virtualized network functions (VNFs).
This document defines three types of functional blocks: re-
source orchestrator, resource manager, and function man-
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ager. Moreover, it also defines reference points among func-
tional blocks. The MANO specification can be useful and
essential information for all studies of NFV including our
study.

For performance improvement, Ref. [15] aims to per-
form resource control for the application flows of YouTube
traffic. The authors proposed an application-aware resource
control scheme using deep packet inspection technologies.
This scheme, which is based on the pre-buffered playtime
of YouTube videos, is used to select an appropriate link for
traversing traffic flows.

All the related works are related with our study and
these can be employed as useful and essential pieces in the
VNP without competition. A key difference between our
proposal and the related works is that the VNP provides re-
source construction and monitoring NBIs to SPs for achiev-
ing both resource efficiency and good QoS for SPs where
diverse VNs dynamically and competitively share the sub-
strate network and computational resources of InPs.

3. Architectual Design

To realize the scenarios we assume, several new NBIs are
necessary. These NBIs are roughly classified into two types.
The first type is an NBI for obtaining resources and defin-
ing original functions to the resources. The other type is
an NBI for obtaining resource information. These NBIs are
described in the following subsections.

Table 1 shows all the NBIs designed for the pro-
posed architecture, and Fig. 2 depicts sample sequences
of the NBIs. SPs use SpJoinRequest when they start
constructing their VNs and use SpLeaveRequest when
they finish. They can show available resource informa-
tion through AvailableTopologyRequest and then ob-
tain the desired resources through VnResourceRequest.
EndNodeJoinRequest can be used to attach end nodes to
VNs. When SPs perform advanced relay processing on their
VNs, they use ResourceUpgradeRequest to obtain spe-

Table 1 NBIs of the proposed network orchestration architecture.

Construction NBIs
NBI name Description

SpJoinRequest Join for initiation
SpLeaveRequest Leave for termination
AvailableTopologyRequest Obtain available resources including switches and virtual machines
VnResourceRequest Request desired resources
EndNodeJoinRequest Attach end node to VN
ResourceUpgradeRequest Upgrade resources for advanced relay processing
ResourceProgrammingRequest Install programs to upgraded resources

Monitoring NBIs
NBI name Description

VnTopologyRequest Obtain current VN topology
VnFlowListRequest Obtain existing flow list
VnLinkQualityRequest Obtain link quality
VnFlowQualityRequest Obtain flow quality
VnResourceQualityRequest Obtain resource status
VnMonitoringRequest Request resource monitoring
AlertNotificationRequest Receive alert notification

cial relay nodes and ResourceProgrammingRequest to
install their programs on these nodes.

For monitoring VNs, SPs use VnTopologyRequest
and VnFlowListRequest to obtain the current topology
of their VNs and flow list on the VNs, respectively.
Moreover, they use VnLinkQualityRequest, VnFlow
QualityRequest, and VnResourceQualityRequest to
obtain quality information of the links, flows, and re-
sources, respectively. When SPs need to detect perfor-
mance degradation of flows, links, and resources, they use
VnMonitoringRequest to request monitoring and receive
alerts if the monitored flows, links, or resources degrade.

3.1 Resource Request NBI

The VNP provides SPs with a resource request NBI. First,
SPs require disclosure of available resources satisfying
their demands to the VNP. SPs set source and destination
switches, desired performance, and the number of detour
paths. After the VNP responds with the available resources,
SPs select which ones they need.

Figure 2 (a) shows an example sequence of resource
request NBIs. AvailableTopologyRequest(vm stat,
max vm num, src node id, dst node id, link stat,

max link num) is used for obtaining available resources
including computational resources representing virtual ma-
chine resources and relay node resources representing
switches. The first two parameters are specified for virtual
machine resources and the last four parameters are speci-
fied for switch resources. Parameter vm stat specifies the
conditions of virtual machines, such as available storage
size and computational load. Parameter max vm num spec-
ifies the number of desired virtual machines satisfying the
specifications of vm stat. Parameters src node id and
dst node id specify the identifier of the source and des-
tination relay nodes, respectively. Parameter link stat
specifies the link conditions, such as available bandwidth
and current averaged delay time. Parameter max link num
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(a) Resource request NBIs

Fig. 2 Sample sequence of NBIs usage.

specifies the number of desired links satisfying the specifica-
tion of link stat between src node id and dst node id
for detour paths.

Regarding return values, SPs receive switch list,
vm list, and link list. switch list includes switch
identifier, monetary cost, and neighbor switch identifiers.
vm list includes virtual machine identifier, processing
speed, storage size, and monetary cost. link list includes
link identifier, link bandwidth, link performance, source
switch identifier, and destination switch identifier. After re-
ceiving the return values, SPs specify their desired resources
through VnResourceRequest.

3.2 Resource Upgrade NBI

The VNP provides SPs with a resource upgrade NBI. When
SPs attempt to employ advanced relay processing using
logical resources, they can use special relay nodes capa-
ble of advanced relay processing, such as advanced relay
nodes [26].

Figure 2 (b) shows an example sequence of resource
upgrade NBIs. ResourceUpgradeRequest(sw id,

function) upgrades a relay node specified in sw id with a
special capability of function. Return values are informa-
tion of upgraded resources including identifier, processing
speed, storage size, and link information, as with regular
switches.

An example of function is the adaptive packet com-
pression proposed in Ref. [10]. The VNP prepares capabili-

ties of special relay nodes and SPs choose their desired ca-
pabilities. For development purposes, we assume that the
VNP prepares capabilities for a free programming environ-
ment such as a Linux container [23].

After receiving the request from SPs, the VNP gener-
ates a logical special relay node. This special relay node
consists of a relay node and a computational resource such
as a virtual machine, but SPs recognize only a single special
relay node. The VNP sets the route at the relay node: from
the relay node to the virtual machine for pre-processing
packets and from the virtual machine to the relay node for
post-processing packets.

3.3 Resource Programming NBI

The VNP provides SPs with a resource programming NBI.
When SPs set parameters of the special relay node or
install programs on it, they can use this NBI as de-
picted in Fig. 2 (c) If SPs choose a prepared capability
via ResourceUpgradeRequest, the VNP also provides an
NBI for parameter setting. For example, in adaptive packet
compression [10], the SPs can set the parameters of packet
compression, the condition of packet compression, etc. We
assume that the VNP provides NBIs for setting parameters
in accordance with special capabilities. Furthermore, for de-
velopment purposes, we designed an NBI for installing pro-
grams whereby the SPs can specify the programs and com-
mands to be performed at the special relay nodes.

SPs specify the program and execute parameters for
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(b) Resource upgrade NBIs

(c) Resource monitoring NBIs

Fig. 2 (Continued)

ResourceProgrammingRequest. program represents the
programs to be performed, including source code and binary
files, and execute represents the execution procedures. For
example, if SPs install a C-language program, they send
source codes and scripts for compiling and execution.

3.4 Event Notification NBI

The VNP provides SPs with an event notification NBI.
VnMonitoringRequest(resource id, condition) is
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used for receiving notification when the performance of a
certain resource degrades. Parameter resource id speci-
fies an identifier of resources such as links and virtual ma-
chines. Parameter condition specifies the condition of the
performance, e.g., “the available bandwidth is lower than
100 Mb/s”. The response includes the resource identifier,
the condition, the notification information such as current
performance, and a timestamp.

After the request, SPs receive alerts from the VNP
through AlertNotificationRequest if the monitored re-
sources degrade. Received information includes moni-
tored resource identifier, condition, current performance,
and timestamp.

4. Prototype Implementation and Demonstration

We used the architectural design presented above to develop
a prototype implementation. In this section, we describe a
use case scenario and a demonstration of the implementation
in nation-wide JGN-X and RISE testbed networks [27].

4.1 Prototype Implementation

The prototype of the proposed network orchestration archi-
tecture is depicted in Fig. 3. One InP, one VNP, and one
SP are shown. The InP and VNP each contain three types
of controllers for VN construction, monitoring, and con-
trol. We use the Linux OS for the construction and monitor-
ing controllers of the VNPs and InPs, OpenFlow switches

Fig. 3 Prototype implementation of proposed network orchestration architecture.

for forwarding devices, Trema [28] for the OpenFlow con-
troller, KVM for virtual machines, and perfSONAR for
monitoring tools. Although the implementation depends on
the development policy of the InPs, in this paper we assume
that all implementations are the same as the prototype im-
plementation.

The VNP provides three types of NBI suites for con-
struction, monitoring, and control. The VN construction
NBI suite includes resource request, resource upgrade, and
resource programming NBIs. The VN monitoring NBI suite
includes resource monitoring and event notification NBIs.
The VN control NBI suite includes all of the OpenFlow
control interfaces. The VNP provides all NBIs in terms of
construction and monitoring excepting a resource program-
ming NBI using a RESTful interface via HTTP. The VNP
provides the interface of a secure shell for the resource pro-
gramming NBI so that the SP can install Linux programs on
the special relay node.

4.2 Use Case Scenario

We consider a premium software telephony service for our
use case scenario. The telephony service is sensitive to de-
lay and jitter, so delay time and packet loss need to be pre-
vented. In this use case scenario, the SP performs concur-
rent multipath transfer for redundancy using the special re-
lay nodes rather than simple packet transfer using regular
relay nodes. Moreover, the SP removes duplicated packets
caused by the multipath transfer before arriving at end nodes
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Fig. 4 Network topology for demonstration.

Fig. 5 Available resource request.
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Fig. 6 Logical network.

because the duplicated packets may cause unintended be-
havior at end nodes, e.g., the end nodes may misunderstand
the duplicated packets as an occurrence of retransmission.
To perform duplicated packet removal, arrival packets need
to be properly stored and managed, so regular relay nodes
cannot perform the removal processing. Consequently, the
SPs use special relay nodes consisting of a combination of
regular relay nodes and virtual machines.

In this operation, the SP first sets the desired perfor-
mance, such as a delay time of 5 ms, and obtains regular re-
lay nodes and links via the resource request NBI. Next, the
SP sets the condition of notification, e.g., “the delay time
is larger than 10 ms”, via the event notification NBI. When
the SP receives the notification, it obtains the special relay
nodes via the resource upgrade NBI and multiple links for
the detour path via the resource request NBI. The SP then
installs programs on the special relay nodes via the resource
programming NBI. Note that, for the implementation in this
paper, the SP removes a packet containing the same identi-
fication and header checksum fields of the IP header, i.e., a
total of 32 bit fields.

4.3 Demonstration

Here, we investigate the proposed architecture using the
prototype implementation and a sample application service.
Figure 4 shows a network topology constructed on nation-
wide testbed networks, the JGN-X and RISE. There are one
SP, one VNP, two InPs, and two end hosts on SP’s service.
Since there are detour paths between two end hosts, the SP
can obtain several logical links. The SP attempts to pro-
vide delay and loss tolerant logical network for the premium
software telephony service to its customers as described in
Sect. 4.2.

As shown in Fig. 5, the SP requests available link re-
sources between two OpenFlow switches connected to end
nodes. The SP receives information of three candidate sim-
plex links and chooses a single link from among them. After
that, the SP obtains two simplex links between two Open-
Flow switches, as shown in Fig. 6.

For this experiment, we use not only an OpenFlow
physical switch but also Open vSwitch on the Linux OS.
We set a 10% packet loss ratio of the links using Linux tc
command on the Linux OS containing Open vSwitch. Then,
the source end node sends data with UDP packets toward the
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Fig. 7 Resource upgrade and detour path.

destination end node using iperf over the course of 30 sec-
onds. Under this condition, the measured packet loss ratio
is equal to 9.2%. To improve the performance, the SP up-
grades obtained switches to special relay nodes and obtains
two links from source to destination relay nodes and vice
versa, as shown in Fig. 7. The source-side relay node dupli-
cates incoming packets and forwards the original and dupli-
cated packets to two respective links. When the destination-
side relay node receives the packets, it checks the duplica-
tion and removes any subsequent duplicated packets. Under
this condition, the packet loss ratio is decreased to 2.8%.

5. Concluding Remarks

We argued that it is essential to allow SPs to perform adap-
tive resource control in accommodating diverse application
services over diverse multiple InPs, and considered that an
integration of NVE, SDN, and NFV is a key to resource-
efficient QoS management. This motivated us to design
an elastic and adaptive resource orchestration architecture
with NBIs for resource requests, resource upgrades and re-
source programming for VN construction and NBIs for re-
source monitoring and event notification for VN manage-

ment, which is implemented on 3-tier network virtualiza-
tion model. A mediator named VNP has a key role in re-
source management and orchestration, and it provides the
above NBIs to SPs. The proposed NBIs in the VNP en-
able SPs to control their logical network and computational
resources in dynamic and competitive resource sharing for
achieving both resource efficiency and good QoS, instead of
explicit and sufficient reservation of physical resources for
their VNs. The demonstration of a premium software tele-
phony service using a prototype implementation had shown
the feasibility of our proposed architecture as well as the ef-
fectiveness of advanced relay processing performed by the
SP.
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